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autobiography of former president of pakistan this book examines the rise of
religious extremism in pakistan particularly since 1947 and analyzes its
connections to the pakistani army s corporate interests and u s pakistan relations
it includes profiles of leading pakistani militant groups with details of their origins
development and capabilities the author begins with an historical overview of the
introduction of islam to the indian sub continent in 712 ad and brings the story up
to the present by describing president musharraf s handling of the war on terror
he provides a detailed account of the political developments in pakistan since 1947
with a focus on the influence of religious and military forces he also discusses
regional politics pakistan s attempt to gain nuclear power status and u s pakistan
relations and offers predictions for pakistan s domestic and regional prospects a
fascinating account of the muslims in twentieth century india pakistan and
bangladesh through his biographical sketches of eight prominent muslims sayyid
ahmed khan 1817 1898 fazlul haq 1873 1962 muhammad ali jinnah 1876 1948
muhammad iqbal 1876 1938 muhammad ali 1878 1931 abul kalam azad 1888 1958
liaqat ali khan 1895 1951 and zakir hussain 1897 1969 rajmohan gandhi the
grandson of mahatma gandhi provides a deeply insightful and comprehensive
picture of the community in the subcontinent today this book was written by a
hindu the grandson of mohandas k gandhi his intent in writing on eight muslims
and their influence on india in the twentieth century is to reduce the gulf between
hindu and muslims focusing on figures viewed as heroes by sub continent muslims
he shows that they can be admired by hindus as well that they need not be frozen
in hindu minds as foes here is a fascinating account of twentieth century india
pakistan and bangladesh told through biographical sketches of eight men sayyid
ahmed khan 1817 1898 fazlul huq 1873 1962 muhammad ali jinnah 1876 1948
muhammad iqbal 1876 1938 muhammad ali 1878 1931 abul kalam azad 1888 1958
liaqat ali khan 1895 1951 and zakir husain 1897 1969 hilali provides an excellent
study into the us pakistan partnership under the reagan administration the book
explores the causes of pakistan s involvement in the afghanistan war and the
united states support to prevent soviet adventurism it shows that pakistan was the
principal channel through which assistance was provided to afghan freedom
fighters it also provided access to its military bases to use against the soviet union
the study looks at the consequences of the war on pakistan and explains how it
became enmeshed within its domestic politics furthermore it evaluates the role of
pakistan as a key partner in the global coalition against terrorism and discusses
how general pervez musharraf brought about pakistan s development towards a
progressive moderate and democratic society ideally suited to courses on foreign
policy field marshal ayub khan kept his diary from september 1966 to october 1972
a very active period in pakistan s history which included ayub s yielding of the
presidency to yahya khan and the period of yahyaa s rule that saw the ending of
yahya by zulfiqar ali bhutto ayub s diary presents his views and interpretations of
the events of the period for which it was kept the diary was discontinued when
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declining health preventing him from writing in his introductory note he stated
that the diary must be withheld from publicatoin for an unspecified time as his
comments may contain sensitive material accordingly the diary has been withheld
from publication for 30 years although it does include material that is critical of
many personalities and events ayub also stated that the material contained in the
diary might serve as the basis of a sequel to his book friends not masters the editor
has included additional notes that pertain to many of the persons and events of this
turbulent time in pakistan s history the diary will therefore provide essential
material for those studying the period and also provide a means for those who
lived through these times to understand the views of ayub this path breaking
volume reveals a little known aspect of how lashkar e tayyaba a jihadist terrorist
group functions in pakistan and beyond by translating and commenting upon a
range of publications produced and disseminated by dar ul andlus the publishing
wing of let only a fraction of let s cadres ever see battle most of them are
despatched on nation wide prozelytising dawa missions to convert pakistanis to
their particular interpretation of islam in support of which let has developed a
sophisticated propagandist literature this canon of islamist texts is the most
popular and potent weapon in let s arsenal and its scrutiny affords insights into
how and who the group recruits let s justification for jihad its vision of itself in
global and regional politics the enemies let identifies and the allies it cultivates
and how and where it conducts its operations particular attention is paid to the
role that let assigns to women by examining those writings which heap
extravagant praise upon the mothers of aspirant jihadis who bless their operations
and martyrdom it is only by understanding let s domestic functions as set out in
these texts that one can begin to appreciate why pakistan so fiercely supports it
despite mounting international pressure to disband the group this book analyses
india s relations with its neighbours china pakistan bangladesh sri lanka and other
world powers usa uk and russia over a span of 60 years it traces the roots of
independent india s foreign policy from the partition and its fallout its nascent
years under nehru and non alignment to the influence of economic liberalization
and globalization the volume delves into the underlying reasons of persistent
problems confronting india s foreign policy makers as well as foreign policy
interface with defence and domestic policies this book will be indispensable to
students scholars and teachers of south asian studies international relations
political science and modern indian history in sharp contrast to neighboring india
the muslim nation of pakistan has been ruled by its military for over three decades
the army and democracy identifies steps for reforming pakistan s armed forces and
reducing its interference in politics and sees lessons for fragile democracies
striving to bring the military under civilian control this book analyses the
paradoxes of pakistan s economy meritocratic domestic policy and the role of the
state and the civil society it argues that the transition in the county s foreign policy
from geo politics to geo economic depends on a fundamental domestic policy
transition from kleptocracy to meritocracy civil society and pakistan s economy
discusses how the prevalence of rent seeking practices has undermined merit
based practices by increasing the cost of doing business and converting public loss
into private profit by awarding inappropriate subsidies and imposing regressive
taxes the analyses are supported by describing the instruments and mechanisms
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used for rent seeking practices and the creation of public awareness of options
available to change these practices through citizen s action and civil society
engagement the book also shows the path of transformation and the role of
participation and argues that aspiring for and capturing power is not the only way
to transform pakistan a novel analysis depicting macro micro linkages of
encroachment of socio economic space by the power elites and effective strategies
used for its reappropriation by the people the book will be of interest to academics
researching south asian studies in particular south asian economics and politics
the cold war in south asia provides the first comprehensive and transnational
history of anglo american relations with south asia during a seminal period in the
history of the indian subcontinent between independence in the late 1940s and the
height of the cold war in the late 1960s drawing upon significant new evidence
from british american indian and eastern bloc archives the book re examines how
and why the cold war in south asia evolved in the way that it did at a time when
the national leaderships geopolitical outlooks and regional aspirations of india
pakistan and their superpower suitors were in a state of considerable flux the book
probes the factors which encouraged the governments of britain and the united
states to work so closely together in south asia during the two decades after
independence and suggests what benefits if any anglo american intervention in
south asia s affairs delivered and to whom this volume was conceived to serve a
variety of reader categories it should meet the needs of teachers and students
engaged in the study of pakistan it is hoped that it will offer area specialists an
enlarged perspective from which to examine their own findings and it ought to
prove useful to the general reader who wishes to keep abreast of the forces and
events shaping our time every effort has been made to define the essential themes
to provide the pertinent data to analyze the significant events thoroughly and to
present the material in a lucid fast moving manner overall the book should be both
informative and provocative given my long association with pakistan the many
years spent investigating and experiencing its development the unique
opportunities i have enjoyed for personal contact with the country s passing
leadership as well as its diverse population i have taken liberties which less
involved scholars would no doubt avoid i make no apologies for this somewhat
personalized approach or for the pointed comments that will be found throughout
the volume the pakistan story does not lend itself to sterile description it is an
exciting and important chronicle and it ought to be presented in a fashion that
stimulates debate in addition to making available the necessary facts i trust i have
succeeded in fulfilling both objectives the scope of this study of the pakistan army
must be wide and in depth as the army has played a major part in the country s
history the author describes pakistan s violent internal politics and erratic
international relations with a deep knowledge gained through his long association
with the country and its armed forces pakistan s wars with india are covered
vividly drawing on unpublished material and details from indian as well as
pakistani sources the country s resurrection under zulfikar ali bhutto is described
as is the decade of dictatorship that followed his time in power the story of what
occurred after this period of dominance when pakistan grappled with
unaccustomed democracy and verged on anarchy is told with the aid of the author
s personal knowledge of many of the senior players this fifth edition incorporates
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new material covering crucial developments since 2014 including operation zarb e
azb in waziristan skyhorse publishing as well as our arcade imprint are proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers interested in history books about world
war ii the third reich hitler and his henchmen the jfk assassination conspiracies the
american civil war the american revolution gladiators vikings ancient rome
medieval times the old west and much more while not every title we publish
becomes a new york times bestseller or a national bestseller we are committed to
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might
not otherwise find a home this book is an honest attempt towards a serious project
to present an objective analysis of u s foreign policy for india pakistan and
afghanistan these three nations have played very important and very significant
role in forming u s foreign policy the book has in detail narrated how us failed as a
super power how cia created the monster of talibans how it financed bin laden how
cia encouraged drug trafficking and looked in other direction when pakistan and
nuclear scientist a q khan was engaged into manufacturing of nuclear device with
the financial support from saudi arabia iran and other muslim nations and very
active technical support from north korea book has extensively quoted
congressional hearings and other publication to focus how pakistani nuclear
scientist a q khan and his krl facility was turned into a wal mart of nuclear
weapons which has put the entire world on the brink of nuclear disaster the history
of pakistan s nuclear program is the history of pakistan fascinated with the new
nuclear science the young nation s leaders launched a nuclear energy program in
1956 and consciously interwove nuclear developments into the broader narrative
of pakistani nationalism then impelled first by the 1965 and 1971 india pakistan
wars and more urgently by india s first nuclear weapon test in 1974 pakistani
senior officials tapped into the country s pool of young nuclear scientists and
engineers and molded them into a motivated cadre committed to building the
ultimate weapon the tenacity of this group and the central place of its mission in
pakistan s national identity allowed the program to outlast the perennial political
crises of the next 20 years culminating in the test of a nuclear device in 1998
written by a 30 year professional in the pakistani army who played a senior role
formulating and advocating pakistan s security policy on nuclear and conventional
arms control this book tells the compelling story of how and why pakistan s
government scientists and military persevered in the face of a wide array of
obstacles to acquire nuclear weapons it lays out the conditions that sparked the
shift from a peaceful quest to acquire nuclear energy into a full fledged weapons
program details how the nuclear program was organized reveals the role played by
outside powers in nuclear decisions and explains how pakistani scientists
overcome the many technical hurdles they encountered thanks to general khan s
unique insider perspective it unveils and unravels the fascinating and turbulent
interplay of personalities and organizations that took place and reveals how
international opposition to the program only made it an even more significant issue
of national resolve listen to a podcast of a related presentation by feroz khan at the
stanford center for international security and cooperation at cisac stanford edu
events recording 7458 2 765 本書は 独立後の数十年の時期を対象に アジア諸国において政治権力者が民主主義をどう理解し 体制
制度のなかに位置づけてきたか いってみれば 権力者の民主主義観 に分析視点をおくものである 民主主義の切り口からするアジア諸国の政治構造と動態分
析の書という性格ももっている in pakistan at the crossroads top international scholars assess
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pakistan s politics and economics and the challenges faced by its civil and military
leaders domestically and diplomatically contributors examine the state s handling
of internal threats tensions between civilians and the military strategies of political
parties police and law enforcement reform trends in judicial activism the rise of
border conflicts economic challenges financial entanglements with foreign powers
and diplomatic relations with india china iran saudi arabia afghanistan and the
united states in addition to ethnic strife in baluchistan and karachi terrorist
violence in pakistan in response to the american led military intervention in
afghanistan and in the federally administered tribal areas by means of drones as
well as to pakistani army operations in the pashtun area has reached an
unprecedented level there is a growing consensus among state leaders that the
nation s main security threats may come not from india but from its spiraling
internal conflicts though this realization may not sufficiently dissuade the pakistani
army from targeting the country s largest neighbor this volume is therefore critical
to grasping the sophisticated interplay of internal and external forces complicating
the country s recent trajectory the first major scholarly biography of fatima jinnah
both nuancing and gendering the socio political history of modern south asia
pakistan has over the decades become a hotbed for the terrorist ideology often
referred to as jihadism this book investigates the underlying principles of pakistan
s foreign policy from 1947 until the present day and explains the rise of jihadism as
an offshoot of pakistan s security concerns the book goes on to discuss that from
its inception as a separate state pakistan s foreign policy focused on seeking parity
with india and escaping from an indian south asian identity the desire to achieve
parity with its much larger neighbour led pakistan to seek the assistance and
support of allies the author analyses the relationship pakistan has with afghanistan
united states china and the muslim world and looks at how these relationships are
based on the desire that military economic and diplomatic aid from these countries
would bolster pakistan s meagre resources in countering indian economic and
military strength the book presents an interesting contribution to south asian
studies as well as studies on international relations and foreign policy the existing
traditions of inquiry into ethnic conflict can be classified into four categories
essentialism instrumentalism constructivism and institutionalism all four traditions
have a distinguished lineage but none can really account for the worldwide spread
of ethnic violence we need to move from the local to the macro or global this book
using methodology from sociology history and politics will present the complexities
of ethnic conflict in terms of linguistics religion territory and tribes in various
regions these brilliant essays look at some of the most conflicted sites in the world
where ethnic violence has been created and played out burma indonesia rwanda
burundi nigeria the sudan mexico and guyana divided into two parts perspectives
on contemporary ethnic conflict is a rich text for scholars of conflict studies
focusing on the sources and dynamics of ethnic violence and providing
descriptions of ethnic conflict across the globe among cataclysmic events that have
shaped india s post independence history none compare with the conflict in and
over the erstwhile princely state of jammu and kashmir kashmir is truly unique as
not only is it the nub of the indo pak feud but also with her other adversary china
historically speaking kashmir has remained a frontline ever since the great game
in view of china s growing outreach and the fact that kashmir s occupied territory
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link both india s adversaries it portends volatility in the india pakistan china
triangular relationship brig amar cheema s well researched endeavour recounts
the kashmir imbroglio beyond episodic accounts but by providing the record in
continuum provides a broader perspective the crimson chinar delivers a blow by
blow account of the many wars and continues the narrative through the phases of
no war no peace insurgency and limited war that have progressively ravaged the
state the context and geo strategic environment has been re created based on in
depth research and captured the rationale of the times the important take away
being wherever and whenever india has responded pro actively and with
determination results have been significantly different 1965 1971 and siachen
being prime examples with myriad external and internal dimensions kashmir
continues to cast shadows on the progression of the sub continent peace remains
as elusive as it was in the forties if anything the adversaries both known and
unknown have grown stronger while the reasons for the conflict may have changed
with the times the underlying causes remain as profound as they were decades ago
a study of the impact of language policies on ethnic relations in fifteen asian and
pacific countries a rusa 2007 outstanding reference title the encyclopedia of the
developing world is a comprehensive work on the historical and current status of
developing countries containing more than 750 entries the encyclopedia
encompasses primarily the years since 1945 and defines development broadly
addressing not only economics but also civil society and social progress entries
cover the most important theories and measurements of development relate
historical events movements and concepts to development both internationally and
regionally where applicable examine the contributions of the most important
persons and organizations and detail the progress made within geographic regions
and by individual countries this book studies the first 50 years of bangladesh
politics since independence it looks at bangladesh politics as a unique case for
study to analyze and understand the role of institutions political parties the
election commission election time government judiciary the media etc the volume
cross examines the 1971 war of liberation and the brutal killing of the republic s
founding father in 1975 as the two great divides that crystallized in the political
arena between the awami league on the one side and the bnp and jamaat e islami
on the other through deep dives on major historical events and key political
developments that have since shaped bangladesh s entire society and politics it
then delves into topics including the parliament electoral integrity civil society and
politics as they take on a confrontational course an incisive study on major
struggles achievements and challenges faced by bangladesh in the 20th century
this volume will be of great interest to scholars and researchers in political science
democracy modern history and south asia studies india pakistan and the secret
jihad explores the history of jihadist violence in kashmir and argues that the
violent conflict which exploded after 1990 was not a historical discontinuity but
rather an escalation of what was by then a five decade old secret war praveen
swami addresses three key issues the history of jihadist violence in jammu and
kashmir which is examined as it evolved from 1947 48 onwards the impact of the
secret jihad on indian policy making on jammu and kashmir and its influence on
political life within the state why the jihad in jammu and kashmir acquired such
intensity in 1990 this new work will be of much interest to students of the india
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pakistan conflict south asian politics and security studies in general a p h where
the implications of war and peace are open to question the possibility of change
depends more on politics than economics this book asks whether the region s great
powers can overcome opposing interests and commit to political restraint the
concept of regional security is based on great power support for regional order
however there are many pitfalls to consider notably the politics of contested
nationalisms the asia pacific rivalry of china and the us and india s inclinations to
function or be seen as a benevolent hegemon for the region yet there are signs of
renewed determination to move the region in new directions while china s silk
road projects are long term regional investments that hinge on regional stability
the us is attempting to fashion new partnerships and india strives to reconcile
regional differences to promote a peaceful environment this book as it sets out the
emerging agendas of the great powers and local powers makes a significant
contribution to a better understanding of the international relations and diplomatic
politics of south asia the first book to explore the modern history of islam in south
asia the first modern state to be founded in the name of islam pakistan was the
largest muslim country in the world at the time of its establishment in 1947 today
it is the second most populous after indonesia islam in pakistan is the first
comprehensive book to explore islam s evolution in this region over the past
century and a half from the british colonial era to the present day muhammad
qasim zaman presents a rich historical account of this major muslim nation
insights into the rise and gradual decline of islamic modernist thought in the south
asian region and an understanding of how islam has fared in the contemporary
world much attention has been given to pakistan s role in sustaining the afghan
struggle against the soviet occupation in the 1980s in the growth of the taliban in
the 1990s and in the war on terror after 9 11 but as zaman shows the nation s
significance in matters relating to islam has much deeper roots since the late
nineteenth century south asia has witnessed important initiatives toward
rethinking core islamic texts and traditions in the interest of their compatibility
with the imperatives of modern life traditionalist scholars and their institutions too
have had a prominent presence in the region as have islamism and sufism pakistan
did not merely inherit these and other aspects of islam rather it has been and
remains a site of intense contestation over islam s public place meaning and
interpretation examining how facets of islam have been pivotal in pakistani history
islam in pakistan offers sweeping perspectives on what constitutes an islamic state
this volume presents a collection of essays honoring professor thomas e weisskopf
one of the most prominent contributors to the field of radical economics beginning
his academic career at harvard before moving to the university of michigan at ann
arbor professor weisskopf has spent the past forty years exploring through highly
innovative and rigorous research the questions of economic equality social justice
and environmental responsibility the chapters in this book reflect the main
subjects of professor weisskopfÕs work and seek to foster continued innovation in
these research areas the diverse contributions to this volume explore the
impressive range of professor weisskopfÕs research themes these include the
economics of developing countries us imperialism marxian crisis theory
contemporary economic history and institutional development affirmative action
policies and the potential of socialism as an alternative to capitalism for developing
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non exploitative societies in addition to 26 chapters by leading economists this
book also includes a chapter by professor weisskopf himself in which he reflects on
his own career in economics as well as the state of the u s and global economies
the volume also includes a full bibliography listing professor weisskopfÕs
publications students professors and researchers working in any branch of
economics will find much of interest in this set of wide ranging studies building
from the themes advanced by thomas weisskopf this title is part of uc press s
voices revived program which commemorates university of california press s
mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach
and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality
peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology
this title was originally published in 1974 based on papers originally presented at a
conference in churchill college cambridge this book discusses the pre
independence history of those areas of the south asian sub continent that
territorially became the pakistan of 1947 titles in the series include south africa a
modern history
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Friends Not Masters
1967

autobiography of former president of pakistan

Pakistan's Drift into Extremism
2015-03-26

this book examines the rise of religious extremism in pakistan particularly since
1947 and analyzes its connections to the pakistani army s corporate interests and
u s pakistan relations it includes profiles of leading pakistani militant groups with
details of their origins development and capabilities the author begins with an
historical overview of the introduction of islam to the indian sub continent in 712
ad and brings the story up to the present by describing president musharraf s
handling of the war on terror he provides a detailed account of the political
developments in pakistan since 1947 with a focus on the influence of religious and
military forces he also discusses regional politics pakistan s attempt to gain
nuclear power status and u s pakistan relations and offers predictions for pakistan
s domestic and regional prospects

パキスタンにおける政治と権力
1992

a fascinating account of the muslims in twentieth century india pakistan and
bangladesh through his biographical sketches of eight prominent muslims sayyid
ahmed khan 1817 1898 fazlul haq 1873 1962 muhammad ali jinnah 1876 1948
muhammad iqbal 1876 1938 muhammad ali 1878 1931 abul kalam azad 1888 1958
liaqat ali khan 1895 1951 and zakir hussain 1897 1969 rajmohan gandhi the
grandson of mahatma gandhi provides a deeply insightful and comprehensive
picture of the community in the subcontinent today

Understanding the Muslim Mind
2000

this book was written by a hindu the grandson of mohandas k gandhi his intent in
writing on eight muslims and their influence on india in the twentieth century is to
reduce the gulf between hindu and muslims focusing on figures viewed as heroes
by sub continent muslims he shows that they can be admired by hindus as well that
they need not be frozen in hindu minds as foes here is a fascinating account of
twentieth century india pakistan and bangladesh told through biographical
sketches of eight men sayyid ahmed khan 1817 1898 fazlul huq 1873 1962
muhammad ali jinnah 1876 1948 muhammad iqbal 1876 1938 muhammad ali 1878
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1931 abul kalam azad 1888 1958 liaqat ali khan 1895 1951 and zakir husain 1897
1969

Eight Lives
1986-01-01

hilali provides an excellent study into the us pakistan partnership under the reagan
administration the book explores the causes of pakistan s involvement in the
afghanistan war and the united states support to prevent soviet adventurism it
shows that pakistan was the principal channel through which assistance was
provided to afghan freedom fighters it also provided access to its military bases to
use against the soviet union the study looks at the consequences of the war on
pakistan and explains how it became enmeshed within its domestic politics
furthermore it evaluates the role of pakistan as a key partner in the global
coalition against terrorism and discusses how general pervez musharraf brought
about pakistan s development towards a progressive moderate and democratic
society ideally suited to courses on foreign policy

US-Pakistan Relationship
2017-07-05

field marshal ayub khan kept his diary from september 1966 to october 1972 a
very active period in pakistan s history which included ayub s yielding of the
presidency to yahya khan and the period of yahyaa s rule that saw the ending of
yahya by zulfiqar ali bhutto ayub s diary presents his views and interpretations of
the events of the period for which it was kept the diary was discontinued when
declining health preventing him from writing in his introductory note he stated
that the diary must be withheld from publicatoin for an unspecified time as his
comments may contain sensitive material accordingly the diary has been withheld
from publication for 30 years although it does include material that is critical of
many personalities and events ayub also stated that the material contained in the
diary might serve as the basis of a sequel to his book friends not masters the editor
has included additional notes that pertain to many of the persons and events of this
turbulent time in pakistan s history the diary will therefore provide essential
material for those studying the period and also provide a means for those who
lived through these times to understand the views of ayub

Pakistan Affairs
1959

this path breaking volume reveals a little known aspect of how lashkar e tayyaba a
jihadist terrorist group functions in pakistan and beyond by translating and
commenting upon a range of publications produced and disseminated by dar ul
andlus the publishing wing of let only a fraction of let s cadres ever see battle most
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of them are despatched on nation wide prozelytising dawa missions to convert
pakistanis to their particular interpretation of islam in support of which let has
developed a sophisticated propagandist literature this canon of islamist texts is the
most popular and potent weapon in let s arsenal and its scrutiny affords insights
into how and who the group recruits let s justification for jihad its vision of itself in
global and regional politics the enemies let identifies and the allies it cultivates
and how and where it conducts its operations particular attention is paid to the
role that let assigns to women by examining those writings which heap
extravagant praise upon the mothers of aspirant jihadis who bless their operations
and martyrdom it is only by understanding let s domestic functions as set out in
these texts that one can begin to appreciate why pakistan so fiercely supports it
despite mounting international pressure to disband the group

Diaries of Field Marshal Mohammad Ayub Khan,
1966-1972
2007

this book analyses india s relations with its neighbours china pakistan bangladesh
sri lanka and other world powers usa uk and russia over a span of 60 years it
traces the roots of independent india s foreign policy from the partition and its
fallout its nascent years under nehru and non alignment to the influence of
economic liberalization and globalization the volume delves into the underlying
reasons of persistent problems confronting india s foreign policy makers as well as
foreign policy interface with defence and domestic policies this book will be
indispensable to students scholars and teachers of south asian studies
international relations political science and modern indian history

In Their Own Words
2018-12-15

in sharp contrast to neighboring india the muslim nation of pakistan has been
ruled by its military for over three decades the army and democracy identifies
steps for reforming pakistan s armed forces and reducing its interference in
politics and sees lessons for fragile democracies striving to bring the military
under civilian control

India's Foreign Relations, 1947-2007
2013-04-03

this book analyses the paradoxes of pakistan s economy meritocratic domestic
policy and the role of the state and the civil society it argues that the transition in
the county s foreign policy from geo politics to geo economic depends on a
fundamental domestic policy transition from kleptocracy to meritocracy civil
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society and pakistan s economy discusses how the prevalence of rent seeking
practices has undermined merit based practices by increasing the cost of doing
business and converting public loss into private profit by awarding inappropriate
subsidies and imposing regressive taxes the analyses are supported by describing
the instruments and mechanisms used for rent seeking practices and the creation
of public awareness of options available to change these practices through citizen
s action and civil society engagement the book also shows the path of
transformation and the role of participation and argues that aspiring for and
capturing power is not the only way to transform pakistan a novel analysis
depicting macro micro linkages of encroachment of socio economic space by the
power elites and effective strategies used for its reappropriation by the people the
book will be of interest to academics researching south asian studies in particular
south asian economics and politics

The Army and Democracy
2014-04-29

the cold war in south asia provides the first comprehensive and transnational
history of anglo american relations with south asia during a seminal period in the
history of the indian subcontinent between independence in the late 1940s and the
height of the cold war in the late 1960s drawing upon significant new evidence
from british american indian and eastern bloc archives the book re examines how
and why the cold war in south asia evolved in the way that it did at a time when
the national leaderships geopolitical outlooks and regional aspirations of india
pakistan and their superpower suitors were in a state of considerable flux the book
probes the factors which encouraged the governments of britain and the united
states to work so closely together in south asia during the two decades after
independence and suggests what benefits if any anglo american intervention in
south asia s affairs delivered and to whom

Civil Society and Pakistan's Economy
2023-03-17

this volume was conceived to serve a variety of reader categories it should meet
the needs of teachers and students engaged in the study of pakistan it is hoped
that it will offer area specialists an enlarged perspective from which to examine
their own findings and it ought to prove useful to the general reader who wishes to
keep abreast of the forces and events shaping our time every effort has been made
to define the essential themes to provide the pertinent data to analyze the
significant events thoroughly and to present the material in a lucid fast moving
manner overall the book should be both informative and provocative given my long
association with pakistan the many years spent investigating and experiencing its
development the unique opportunities i have enjoyed for personal contact with the
country s passing leadership as well as its diverse population i have taken liberties
which less involved scholars would no doubt avoid i make no apologies for this
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somewhat personalized approach or for the pointed comments that will be found
throughout the volume the pakistan story does not lend itself to sterile description
it is an exciting and important chronicle and it ought to be presented in a fashion
that stimulates debate in addition to making available the necessary facts i trust i
have succeeded in fulfilling both objectives

The Cold War in South Asia
2013-08-01

the scope of this study of the pakistan army must be wide and in depth as the army
has played a major part in the country s history the author describes pakistan s
violent internal politics and erratic international relations with a deep knowledge
gained through his long association with the country and its armed forces pakistan
s wars with india are covered vividly drawing on unpublished material and details
from indian as well as pakistani sources the country s resurrection under zulfikar
ali bhutto is described as is the decade of dictatorship that followed his time in
power the story of what occurred after this period of dominance when pakistan
grappled with unaccustomed democracy and verged on anarchy is told with the aid
of the author s personal knowledge of many of the senior players this fifth edition
incorporates new material covering crucial developments since 2014 including
operation zarb e azb in waziristan skyhorse publishing as well as our arcade
imprint are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in
history books about world war ii the third reich hitler and his henchmen the jfk
assassination conspiracies the american civil war the american revolution
gladiators vikings ancient rome medieval times the old west and much more while
not every title we publish becomes a new york times bestseller or a national
bestseller we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked
and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home

Pakistan Enigma Political Development
2019-06-10

this book is an honest attempt towards a serious project to present an objective
analysis of u s foreign policy for india pakistan and afghanistan these three nations
have played very important and very significant role in forming u s foreign policy
the book has in detail narrated how us failed as a super power how cia created the
monster of talibans how it financed bin laden how cia encouraged drug trafficking
and looked in other direction when pakistan and nuclear scientist a q khan was
engaged into manufacturing of nuclear device with the financial support from
saudi arabia iran and other muslim nations and very active technical support from
north korea book has extensively quoted congressional hearings and other
publication to focus how pakistani nuclear scientist a q khan and his krl facility
was turned into a wal mart of nuclear weapons which has put the entire world on
the brink of nuclear disaster
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A History of the Pakistan Army
2016-01-05

the history of pakistan s nuclear program is the history of pakistan fascinated with
the new nuclear science the young nation s leaders launched a nuclear energy
program in 1956 and consciously interwove nuclear developments into the broader
narrative of pakistani nationalism then impelled first by the 1965 and 1971 india
pakistan wars and more urgently by india s first nuclear weapon test in 1974
pakistani senior officials tapped into the country s pool of young nuclear scientists
and engineers and molded them into a motivated cadre committed to building the
ultimate weapon the tenacity of this group and the central place of its mission in
pakistan s national identity allowed the program to outlast the perennial political
crises of the next 20 years culminating in the test of a nuclear device in 1998
written by a 30 year professional in the pakistani army who played a senior role
formulating and advocating pakistan s security policy on nuclear and conventional
arms control this book tells the compelling story of how and why pakistan s
government scientists and military persevered in the face of a wide array of
obstacles to acquire nuclear weapons it lays out the conditions that sparked the
shift from a peaceful quest to acquire nuclear energy into a full fledged weapons
program details how the nuclear program was organized reveals the role played by
outside powers in nuclear decisions and explains how pakistani scientists
overcome the many technical hurdles they encountered thanks to general khan s
unique insider perspective it unveils and unravels the fascinating and turbulent
interplay of personalities and organizations that took place and reveals how
international opposition to the program only made it an even more significant issue
of national resolve listen to a podcast of a related presentation by feroz khan at the
stanford center for international security and cooperation at cisac stanford edu
events recording 7458 2 765

アジアと民主主義
1997

本書は 独立後の数十年の時期を対象に アジア諸国において政治権力者が民主主義をどう理解し 体制 制度のなかに位置づけてきたか いってみれば 権力者
の民主主義観 に分析視点をおくものである 民主主義の切り口からするアジア諸国の政治構造と動態分析の書という性格ももっている

Rethinking in Political Development
2023-07-24

in pakistan at the crossroads top international scholars assess pakistan s politics
and economics and the challenges faced by its civil and military leaders
domestically and diplomatically contributors examine the state s handling of
internal threats tensions between civilians and the military strategies of political
parties police and law enforcement reform trends in judicial activism the rise of
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border conflicts economic challenges financial entanglements with foreign powers
and diplomatic relations with india china iran saudi arabia afghanistan and the
united states in addition to ethnic strife in baluchistan and karachi terrorist
violence in pakistan in response to the american led military intervention in
afghanistan and in the federally administered tribal areas by means of drones as
well as to pakistani army operations in the pashtun area has reached an
unprecedented level there is a growing consensus among state leaders that the
nation s main security threats may come not from india but from its spiraling
internal conflicts though this realization may not sufficiently dissuade the pakistani
army from targeting the country s largest neighbor this volume is therefore critical
to grasping the sophisticated interplay of internal and external forces complicating
the country s recent trajectory

3 D Deceit, Duplicity & Dissimulation of U.S.
Foreign Policy Towards India, Pakistan &
Afghanistan
2012-09-13

the first major scholarly biography of fatima jinnah both nuancing and gendering
the socio political history of modern south asia

Eating Grass
2012-11-07

pakistan has over the decades become a hotbed for the terrorist ideology often
referred to as jihadism this book investigates the underlying principles of pakistan
s foreign policy from 1947 until the present day and explains the rise of jihadism as
an offshoot of pakistan s security concerns the book goes on to discuss that from
its inception as a separate state pakistan s foreign policy focused on seeking parity
with india and escaping from an indian south asian identity the desire to achieve
parity with its much larger neighbour led pakistan to seek the assistance and
support of allies the author analyses the relationship pakistan has with afghanistan
united states china and the muslim world and looks at how these relationships are
based on the desire that military economic and diplomatic aid from these countries
would bolster pakistan s meagre resources in countering indian economic and
military strength the book presents an interesting contribution to south asian
studies as well as studies on international relations and foreign policy

アジアと民主主義
1997-01-30

the existing traditions of inquiry into ethnic conflict can be classified into four
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categories essentialism instrumentalism constructivism and institutionalism all
four traditions have a distinguished lineage but none can really account for the
worldwide spread of ethnic violence we need to move from the local to the macro
or global this book using methodology from sociology history and politics will
present the complexities of ethnic conflict in terms of linguistics religion territory
and tribes in various regions these brilliant essays look at some of the most
conflicted sites in the world where ethnic violence has been created and played out
burma indonesia rwanda burundi nigeria the sudan mexico and guyana divided
into two parts perspectives on contemporary ethnic conflict is a rich text for
scholars of conflict studies focusing on the sources and dynamics of ethnic violence
and providing descriptions of ethnic conflict across the globe

Pakistan at the Crossroads
2016-04-12

among cataclysmic events that have shaped india s post independence history
none compare with the conflict in and over the erstwhile princely state of jammu
and kashmir kashmir is truly unique as not only is it the nub of the indo pak feud
but also with her other adversary china historically speaking kashmir has remained
a frontline ever since the great game in view of china s growing outreach and the
fact that kashmir s occupied territory link both india s adversaries it portends
volatility in the india pakistan china triangular relationship brig amar cheema s
well researched endeavour recounts the kashmir imbroglio beyond episodic
accounts but by providing the record in continuum provides a broader perspective
the crimson chinar delivers a blow by blow account of the many wars and
continues the narrative through the phases of no war no peace insurgency and
limited war that have progressively ravaged the state the context and geo strategic
environment has been re created based on in depth research and captured the
rationale of the times the important take away being wherever and whenever india
has responded pro actively and with determination results have been significantly
different 1965 1971 and siachen being prime examples with myriad external and
internal dimensions kashmir continues to cast shadows on the progression of the
sub continent peace remains as elusive as it was in the forties if anything the
adversaries both known and unknown have grown stronger while the reasons for
the conflict may have changed with the times the underlying causes remain as
profound as they were decades ago

Fatima Jinnah
2017-05-27

a study of the impact of language policies on ethnic relations in fifteen asian and
pacific countries
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Explaining Pakistan's Foreign Policy
2011-03-16

a rusa 2007 outstanding reference title the encyclopedia of the developing world is
a comprehensive work on the historical and current status of developing countries
containing more than 750 entries the encyclopedia encompasses primarily the
years since 1945 and defines development broadly addressing not only economics
but also civil society and social progress entries cover the most important theories
and measurements of development relate historical events movements and
concepts to development both internationally and regionally where applicable
examine the contributions of the most important persons and organizations and
detail the progress made within geographic regions and by individual countries

Perspectives on Contemporary Ethnic Conflict
2006

this book studies the first 50 years of bangladesh politics since independence it
looks at bangladesh politics as a unique case for study to analyze and understand
the role of institutions political parties the election commission election time
government judiciary the media etc the volume cross examines the 1971 war of
liberation and the brutal killing of the republic s founding father in 1975 as the two
great divides that crystallized in the political arena between the awami league on
the one side and the bnp and jamaat e islami on the other through deep dives on
major historical events and key political developments that have since shaped
bangladesh s entire society and politics it then delves into topics including the
parliament electoral integrity civil society and politics as they take on a
confrontational course an incisive study on major struggles achievements and
challenges faced by bangladesh in the 20th century this volume will be of great
interest to scholars and researchers in political science democracy modern history
and south asia studies

The Man who Divided India
2004

india pakistan and the secret jihad explores the history of jihadist violence in
kashmir and argues that the violent conflict which exploded after 1990 was not a
historical discontinuity but rather an escalation of what was by then a five decade
old secret war praveen swami addresses three key issues the history of jihadist
violence in jammu and kashmir which is examined as it evolved from 1947 48
onwards the impact of the secret jihad on indian policy making on jammu and
kashmir and its influence on political life within the state why the jihad in jammu
and kashmir acquired such intensity in 1990 this new work will be of much interest
to students of the india pakistan conflict south asian politics and security studies in
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general

The Crimson Chinar
2015-03-31

a p h

South Asia and the Strategic Indian Ocean
1973

where the implications of war and peace are open to question the possibility of
change depends more on politics than economics this book asks whether the
region s great powers can overcome opposing interests and commit to political
restraint the concept of regional security is based on great power support for
regional order however there are many pitfalls to consider notably the politics of
contested nationalisms the asia pacific rivalry of china and the us and india s
inclinations to function or be seen as a benevolent hegemon for the region yet
there are signs of renewed determination to move the region in new directions
while china s silk road projects are long term regional investments that hinge on
regional stability the us is attempting to fashion new partnerships and india strives
to reconcile regional differences to promote a peaceful environment this book as it
sets out the emerging agendas of the great powers and local powers makes a
significant contribution to a better understanding of the international relations and
diplomatic politics of south asia

Fighting Words
2003

the first book to explore the modern history of islam in south asia the first modern
state to be founded in the name of islam pakistan was the largest muslim country
in the world at the time of its establishment in 1947 today it is the second most
populous after indonesia islam in pakistan is the first comprehensive book to
explore islam s evolution in this region over the past century and a half from the
british colonial era to the present day muhammad qasim zaman presents a rich
historical account of this major muslim nation insights into the rise and gradual
decline of islamic modernist thought in the south asian region and an
understanding of how islam has fared in the contemporary world much attention
has been given to pakistan s role in sustaining the afghan struggle against the
soviet occupation in the 1980s in the growth of the taliban in the 1990s and in the
war on terror after 9 11 but as zaman shows the nation s significance in matters
relating to islam has much deeper roots since the late nineteenth century south
asia has witnessed important initiatives toward rethinking core islamic texts and
traditions in the interest of their compatibility with the imperatives of modern life
traditionalist scholars and their institutions too have had a prominent presence in
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the region as have islamism and sufism pakistan did not merely inherit these and
other aspects of islam rather it has been and remains a site of intense contestation
over islam s public place meaning and interpretation examining how facets of
islam have been pivotal in pakistani history islam in pakistan offers sweeping
perspectives on what constitutes an islamic state

Encyclopedia of the Developing World
2013-10-18

this volume presents a collection of essays honoring professor thomas e weisskopf
one of the most prominent contributors to the field of radical economics beginning
his academic career at harvard before moving to the university of michigan at ann
arbor professor weisskopf has spent the past forty years exploring through highly
innovative and rigorous research the questions of economic equality social justice
and environmental responsibility the chapters in this book reflect the main
subjects of professor weisskopfÕs work and seek to foster continued innovation in
these research areas the diverse contributions to this volume explore the
impressive range of professor weisskopfÕs research themes these include the
economics of developing countries us imperialism marxian crisis theory
contemporary economic history and institutional development affirmative action
policies and the potential of socialism as an alternative to capitalism for developing
non exploitative societies in addition to 26 chapters by leading economists this
book also includes a chapter by professor weisskopf himself in which he reflects on
his own career in economics as well as the state of the u s and global economies
the volume also includes a full bibliography listing professor weisskopfÕs
publications students professors and researchers working in any branch of
economics will find much of interest in this set of wide ranging studies building
from the themes advanced by thomas weisskopf

Contributions to Asian Studies
1974

this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates
university of california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest
minds and give them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893
voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again
using print on demand technology this title was originally published in 1974

Pakistan Spotlight International
1967

based on papers originally presented at a conference in churchill college
cambridge this book discusses the pre independence history of those areas of the
south asian sub continent that territorially became the pakistan of 1947 titles in
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the series include south africa a modern history

Understanding Fifty Years of Bangladesh Politics
2024-03-13

India, Pakistan and the Secret Jihad
2006-10-19

Bangladesh
2004

South Asia and the Great Powers
2017-02-23

Islam in Pakistan
2020-08-04

Capitalism on Trial
2013-01-01

Pakistan under Bhutto, 1971–1977
1980-06-18

Land Reform and Politics
2023-11-10

Political Inheritance of Pakistan
1991-06-18
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